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ABSTRACT

The damaqe produced in optical fibers by fast

neutrons has been studied with reference to the

recovey of the fibers tested. The fibers were

subjected to varying doses of neutrons. Individual

wavelenqths were monitored durinq the irradiation and

post-irradiation recovery processes. Recovery rates for

each particular wavelenqth were studied to determine

the bleachinq effect of the monitorinq liaht at that

wavelenqth. The wavelenqth was varied over the lower

operating ranae of the fibers, 700 to 950 nm in

increments of 50 nm.

Further measurements were taken to determine the

bleachinq effect of ultraviolet liaht. Theory suqaests

that damaoe caused by hiqh enerqy neutrons, known to

create absorption bands in the ultraviolet rane,

should show bleachina effects when hioh intensity

ultraviolet lioht is transmitted throunh the fiber.

Neutral density filters were utilized to determine the

dependence of recovery on the intensity of ultraviolet

liqht used. The bleachinn effect of P white licht

source was also studeO. Here anpin, it is helieved

that the input of hioh intensity lioht should he able
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to bleach out any defects which may hAve heen creAteO

hy the neutron irradiation.
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INTRODUCTION

A century aqo in IRPO a 'ounq inventor wrote

home to his father, "I have heard articulate speech

produced by sunliaht! I have heard a ray of the sun

lauqh and couqh and sina!" He went on to describe some

possible applications, "Can imaoination picture what

the future of this invention is to be! .... We mav talk

by light to any visible distance without any

conductor." Usinp an intensity modulated heam of lioht

this younq inventor Alexander Graham Bell had

communicated to his lab assistant throuqh the aid of

what he considered his oreatest invention; "The

Photophone". Limited due to naturevs effects, the

photophone as a device was doomed. However the

principles of voice transmission by modulated ]iqht

beams were not. From the beainninn of this century,

especially Iurinq times of wart intense efforts were

made to develop a photophone of reliable quality,due to

its potential value as a communication device. The

untappabie quality and lack of need for poles ant4 wire

are ohvioiiu; advantanos. However this device wonlO hto

linited to line of s-inht anO relies on nood visililitv

which restiet; its ,isefulness. In the late 11A 's

various papers becian to hint at the use of transprent

S



rodls, intorrall\ reflect inn pipes, or eny;t-o -mi~lo

mcdilte ho ,,; of licwht P''entiia! iv in I~' f i r!-t

su(cest11.~i,-,1 fik-or for ornfison0  1 t

:100(1 -~ ]-oot rl,2th w~sdvl;". Since th:at t imte 3fld

f rom stih-h hitimll e bo inn infos o., the KtOp if ' a

1'WLuStrV ha,~n i'V b lean)s and4 hound-s to the- nOint

tnidav o' actual employment Of workini systerns hasp~i on

lihc'r optic technoloiy. The most obvious of t1--se to

the rioneral p'h c are the communication Fvst--

omrlo\'ed by, the Pell Telephone System in r-hif-t.lo and'

vair ;u- othetr cities. Other less ohyl)US apeCtS Of oUr

I ives; ire a1:Fected(; for instance on thie telpvision

series Rattlestar ClAIactica. Optical fibers were useO

Sa si Mul a te ir- f 1in j lu m inait io n o f te w in do ws o f

The Rttlestar use0 in the spcmbenee of pictiures ic

-rowe f- entire ship rothouid. Fiirther,

astondnrino medical app] ications have heen made with

soecific application to heinq able to view into the

V-i-'ar 1-oav throuoh the use Of fibers, oivina dloctors

-1- abhi~iv to diannose tu~mors and4 cancers which x-ravs

) nt-~J~w*TnrK'v's Fih-ers can havfe -ose s low As7

-.,o doci usaB5 ner kilorneter. This means that a

1 iriht sirina]. trarq-ittedl down a fPher with',

,imilt'oI-.. roeduced in inten~itv hy 1/?) after *I km of

'Ther. T~-ip rormal house windlow can V-e -on!:;jrrP1 s lrrk

relative to a ample of optical fiber material, in Fart.

.... .......... --- -
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if 40 panes of normal qlass were placed hack to hack

liqht would not he transmitted from one side to the

other.

The use of liqht to transmit voice modulated

siqnals has capabilities far beyond today's technolooy.

In fact our abilities to transmit throurh a fiher and

detect the siqnals do not approach makini full use of

the fibers capacity. For instance each fiber emnloyed

by Pell in one of its communication systems can carry

672 simultaneous voice transmissions. However,

theoretically at least, one optical fiber could

accomodate every telephone messaqe, radio broadcast,

and television proqram in North America simultaneously.

7
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BASIC THEORY OF FIBER OPTICS

The theory of liqht transmission throuqh optical

f ibers can he basically reducer' to a cood understandinq

of Snell's law.

Figure 1: An optical fiber.

Snell's law says th7.t light is refracted at an

Interface accordina to

nlSinl al~ sin062
where tri and V\zare the refractive indices of the

materials on either side of the interface, A special

anale is represented on the Orawinn above; t~he initiali

anrqie. This anaie and the refraction at thc, interfiice

between the air and the fiber deteirines the initial

strikinq anq1e of the liciht with the wall of thc- tiher.

This initial. strikinq anqle determines then whether the

liqht will remain in the fiber. Liaht st-ikinq the

i nter fare o f the f ibe r between the cot r nU i-, tho coa)t i riv
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in a step index fiber ) at qreater than the critical

anqle, 3c, is reflected back into the core. This

process continues to the end of the fiber where the

liqht stikes the end face of the fiber and escapes.

There are basically two types of fibers, step

index and qraded index. In the craded index tyDe of

fiber the application of Snell's Law can be considered

as one allows the number of interfaces at which

reflection occurs to approach infinity. This process

is then more appropriately titled refraction in the

limit rather than reflection.

0 DIAMETER 4

b) c)

o d 0 d

Fiqure 2: a. Step index fiber, b. Graded index approximation,
c. Graded index actual.

9



Lioht may take many possible paths when

transmitted down a fiber. Fach different path is

referred to as a mode. The liaht may take the shortest

possible path if it passes "hrouqh the the center of

the fiber. Of course the liqht has no control over the

path it follows, it is determined by the direction of

injection into the fiber, i. e. the special anale

mentioned above. It may take the lonaest possible oath

always stikinq the interface at just more 'han the

critical angle. A third possible path exists; the

liaht could take the "skew" path. In this instance the

liqht spirals throuch the outside layers of the fiber

never actually passinq throuqh the center.

smopmEsT PA rN

b.)

"iciure 3: a. Shortest and lonqest path, b. Skew path.

10



When condluctini an experiment it is necessary to

try and work with Just the sinnle modie in ordler to

provide the most consistent results. The reason behinO

this is th-at multipl e modles cause spread4ino of the

liaht sinnal as it traverses the fiber. This spreadiini

is termedI dispersion. This- then appears as a l.oss

Aithouoh it i~s intrinsic andI not indut.cedI by radliation

or any other inFluence. Like many thinns Around us,

inrludinq our bodies, the silicon dioxide structure of'

optical fibers is susceptible to radiation dlamacie.

Many studies have been done on various fibers to

d etermine the effects of impurities on induced4 damacie.

Tmpur it ies A re el ements wh ich i ther have been

purposely introduced into the fiel structure to

increase tho refractive index or are the resul ' of: the

manufacturinq process from which the fiber was m~ade.

Defects in the reaular tetrahedral strilcture of sil icon,,

dioxide are also stress-inducedl by the manufacturinn

process of drawinot a Fiber. These impurities and-

intrinsic defects often can be identi fied as the cue

or as contributors to viariouis absorption peaks-.

A Fiber can be mneasuired in two ways; f-he f P.'r's

capa,-citv to transmit I io-ht can be measuired or thec

ampouint of I ioht absorb(-d- by the ibr can I-,( iiq-c ;)! a

measure of its transmittino capacity at the variouis

walvolonnths. One mrust alwayVs b-e wary therefore oC what
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one is readin on (usually) the vertical scale of a

araph of fiber abilitv, either the transmissivity or

the absorption of the fiber. The formulae for

transmission can he deriveH in the followinq manner.

The equation for the intensity uf light transmitted in

the low reflection case for a material of thickness t

is, It -T
where the absorption coefficient is/i(-

For example, a research croup at the Naval

Research Laboratories in Washinqton D. C., to which we

owe fioure 4, has conducted many tests on damaqe and

induced loss. Note that their measurements are taken

in absorption units. The radiation source used was a

Cobalt-60 source.

A ma)urity of the radiation stut!ips have heer

done with an ionizinq radiation source such as Cobalt-

60 and the qamma rays it produces. One aroup which

extender' this was Maurer et al. who conducted tesft

with a neutron irradiation source and a qarlma ray

source in order to compare the types of roarprie rroduco

hy the (lifferent . oiurcvs. From their rosu~ t-. (f icire

5) which are 'iven in absorption units it car cleirly

he f'eer that the forrs of the absorption spectra c,,iised

by both the namnA and the neutron irradiation are



basically the same.
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However, it must he mentioned, one to two weeks elapsed

between the actual neutron irradiation and the time

when the fibers were measured. Therefore, it cannot be

said that the transient effects or any thermally

bleachable defects would have been observed in this

experiment. Thermally bleachable centers are defects

which are created but1 due to enerqy imparted by room

temperature, the oufects are bleached out in a

reasonably short period of tine. Ideally it would be

nice to fully understand the long term effects of

neutron damage and then conduct irradiations holding

the fiber at a low temperature (e.g. liquid nitrogen)

in ordler to best observe the transient effects. Lacking

this ability the next best thing to do is to take a

spectrum as fast as possible and observe as much of the

transient effects as possible.

The primary absorption peaks, which cannot be

seen on the absorption spectra shown so far, occur in

the lower wavelengths;in the ultraviolet ranoe. The

tails of these peaks carry over into the operating

range of the fibers (roughly 700-1000nm) thereby

causing losses and decreasinq the fiber's transmission

cap-c it V. (ne n f the suspected causes of these

b , rpti )~ kS io: t , 1 oib i it v of a dan I1 i nq

15I
I



The hasi- chemical structulre , an oDtical ihor

COn, :sts )f amofrI)hous silicon di-xice i r a tot -" ,

st t i

#" 0

Figure h: .. licor, dioxil: .,ct ahedril stru,.

In crystalline form the lattice is very reqular hut the

manuiacturinq process causes it to he an amorphous

solid. An acriorphous solid is one which maintains the

same basic co: iponent as the crystalline structure (in

this case a tetrahedral oroup) hut contains no reqular

lattice structure of its own. In the case of the

defect mentioned above, a silicon dangling bond, a

silicon with four sp-1 hvhridized orbitals has only

three oxygens with which it can bond rather than the

usual four. The so called lanqlinq bond (whi(c' cats

its name exactly the way one can imacnine it would) will

then trap a hole. The resulting hole center can tend to

ahsor, enery best at one particular wavelonlth

(corresponding to excitation to the ist excite(? state)
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resulting in an absorption peak.
U

In the operating wavelengths various peaks have

been described with primarily two bands of interest

because of their generality to particular classes of

fibers. In high OH fibers, so called wet fibers, one

prominent band appears after irradiation at ~630nm and

the band seems to be partially photobleachable. This

means the transmission of light down the fiber reduces

the induced absorption in the OO-900nm range caused by

the irradiation. In low OH fibers absorption bands are

created at ~760nm and ~630nm. The 760nm band is

readily photobleached while the 630nm hand can be

reduced by photobleaching but still shows stronq

absorption.

The comparison of low OH vs. high OH fibers

appears to support one theory which has been advanced

for explaining the band centered near _630nm. The

suggestion is that an oxygen with only one silicon to

bond to (i.e. a dangling bond once again, but at an

oxygen site) can trap a charge and cause absorption.

In the high OH fiber a higher percentage of the

dangling bonds are occupied by hydroqen atoms and

consequently in low OH fibers more charge trappinq

occurs during irradiation causing the much larger

absorption peak.

17I
-



A third type of optical banO apnears in the near

infrared region. It is a very broad band with no clear

center. Increased irradiation does increase the

absorption across the whole )F this ban(! and it de

riot appear to be thermally bleachable. An intnrestini

oint about the first two types of these depfects,

specifically those in the operating range, is that the'y

are subject to thermal fading anr' in some cases n~v

-onSi!3t mainly of transient effects.

18
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EXPERIMENT

The laboratory apparatus was relatively

unsophisticated. It consisted of the following; a

tungsten white light source to be used as the

monitoring light source, a diffraction monochromator to

allow the selection of individual wavelengths, and a

second order filter which was implaced when necessary

to cut out second order diffraction lines. The next

piece of apparatus through which the fiber passed was a

microscope objective to focus the monitoring light onto

the fiber to insure maximum transmission of the light

down the fiber, and a mode stripper to remove all

excess modes except those which are transmitted through

the center of the core. The fiber then passed through

the wall to the neutron generator. The fibers were

coiled around small acrylic spools for ease of handling

and so that a length of about 15 meters could be placed

in front of the neutron generator's target for

irradiation. Six meter leaders were left on each end

to allow access through the radiation shielding

(approximately six feet of concrete) to the

experimental apparatus. After passing back through the

wall the fiber was placed in contact with a silicon

photodiode for measurement of the light successfully

19
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transmitted. The option then existed to select a

direct readout of the transmittance on a stripchart

recorder or to select a log of the photodiode current

with respect to a pre-selecte.3 reference current as the

input into the stripchart recorder.

Second order
Filter

Microscope Objective

Tungsten Diffraction mode
Light Monochromator
Source Stripper

Radiation Shieldin i

Ratio

Stripchart Silicon Pin Mode

Recorder Diode :

Figure 7: Lab Apparatus.

20
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Once the fiber had been wound on a spool it was

ready to be tested. Initially, the fiber must be

passed through the radiation shielding. The fiber was

passed through the wall by pulling it through a 3/8ths

inch tube with a string. The tube and string were

previously passed through the wall. The ends of the

fiber must then be stripped and cut to insure a flat

surface for light to enter and exit the fiber. When

the ends are properly cut the fiber is then ready to be

secured into the input and output "position control

platforms." The input platform held the mode stripper

for the input system and a small clamp type device to

hold the input end of the fiber in one position. The

platform allowed motion in three dimensions so that the

fiber end could be positioned at the focusing point of

the microscope objective (see Figure 7). The output

end of the fiber was also held in one position by a

small clamp type device. In this case the photodiode

detector was positioned on a device which AlloweO

movement in three dimensions and so it was not

necessary for the clamp holding the output end to have

this capability. When the input and output ends of the

fiber had been properly aligned to insure maximum light

tranmittance the experiment continued. The preparatory

procedures have been completed at this point and the

data taking begins.

21
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First of all the fibers were each characterized

by taking an initial spectrum. This spectrum is then

the data base for all futher studies upon that

particular fiber. The seco - step of the procedure is

then to perform an irradiation of the fiber. Durinq

This step, the fiber's transmission capacity was

monitored at one specific wavelength. In this way any

peculiarities of the fiber in terms of type of damage

created, either permanent or transient can be observed.

By observing the fiber during irradiation we are also

able to insure a measurable decrease in transmission.

Attempts were made to monitor only intermittent periods

of the total irradiation time. Intermittent monitoring

proved infeasible due to the overall slow reaction time

of the system. It was therefore determined to use only

a continual monitoring process. It is noted hele that

even the light used to measure the fiber can cause

bleaching of damage induced by the radiation. The

measurements still represent a relative measure of the

fiber's capacity after the irradiation period, and also

simulate conditions of fibers in actual use.

Three distinct processes were followen in the

immediate post-irradiation phases;

1. Immediate spectrum

2. Bleaching attempts

22
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3. Long time observance

Immediate spectra were taken at various times

throughout the project whenever it was deemed necessary

to verify results. It was used as a tool to determine

the overall effect of the neutron irradiation upon the

entire spectrum of a fiber.

In the initial set-up attempts were made to

bleach the damage with an ultraviolet liqht source.

The ultraviolet light was a xenon-mercury source which

operated at approximately 2500 volts. Experimental

technique proved to be a problem with this area. In

this phase the output was moved away from the fiber

during the time period when ultraviolet light was being

transmitted down the fiber to insure that the

photodiode was not saturated with energy. As a result

of this process the data taken was unreliable. It

proved very difficult to return the photodiode to

exactly the same position as the previous reading;

something which seemed to be mandatory to achieve

reasonable results. Subsequently it was decided to

place neutral density filters in front of the inlet to

the microscope objective. With this new set up neither

the input nor the output require movement during a data

run so that one would expect that better results should

be obtained. The bleaching attempts began with 15 dB's

23
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of neutral density filter in place. After several runs

and several reductions in amount of neutral density

filtering we began to make runs using no filters at all

and realized that up to 8 v.,Its of measured light

transmission seemed to have no adverse effect on the

operation of the pin diode.

In the case of the long-term recovery studies an

attempt was made to determine the bleaching effect of

the measuring light upon the fiber due to ..ransmission

for measurement purposes. The qeneral lab-set up

remained the same for this procedure. The study was

conducted over the wavelengths of the lower operating

range of the fibeL as this tends to be the most easily

damaged portion of the spectrum due to irradiation;

bleaching by light in the range 700-950 nm in

increments of 50nm was studied.

The procedure was that following an irradiation

during which the fiber was monitored by the measuring

light set at the wavelength to be studied the system

was left with the monitoring light continually

transmitted down the fiber. The whole system was then

left for a period of aoproximately 12 hours. The long

time bleaching effects at the various wavelengths were

then compared.

When the attempts to photobleach with

ultraviolet light had been almost exhausted, it was

24
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learned from NRL literature and discussion with them

that they had seen marked photobleaching by a white

light source. Accordingly studies were bequn similar

in procedure to the ultraviolet bleaching attempts to

determine if photobleaching of neutron damage centers

by white light could be observed. The Naval Research

Labs use a Cobalt-60 ionizing radiation source in

general for their radiation damage and do not possess

a neutron generator similar to the 14 MeV neutron

generator at the Academy which was used to induce

damage in the fibers of this experiment.

25
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RESULTS I

For this experiment there were two distinct sets

of results; One set from the stt,Iies made to detect

photobleaching from an outside source (i. e. from the

ultraviolet light or white light sources) and one set

of results from the data taken to observe the long term

effects of the monitoring light. In both cases the

third method of full spectrum observance was used to

discern overall effects on the fiber of the neutron

irradiations.

A. BLEACHING ATTFP.PTS

The bleaching attempts proved to be somewhat

disappointing in that very little effect was observed

with our apparatus. The ultraviolet bleaching attempts

were made on an ITT step index fiber. Two other fibers

were tried prior to the ITT step index fiber but were

too difficult to work with in order to be useful in

obtaining results. The initial fiber tried was a

Corning OVPO fiber (OVPO is a type of fiber made from

the outside vapor phase oxidation production method.)

This fiber was wound on a spool before this project

began and after various methods were tried to improve

what seemed to be an incredibly poor capacity to

transmit light the fiber was observed to have a break

2$;
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in that portion which was wrapped around the spool.

This fiber was then removed from the apparatus and

tests were begun on an ITT graded index fiber (this is

different from ITT STEP index fiber.) The ITT graded

index fiber had a coating which appeared similar to a

teflon and required a strong acid and long soaking

periods to remove the coating. This would not have

been too bad had the core proved to be workable. This

was not the case however as the core of the fiber broke

frequently and very easily after the coating was

removed. Because of this brittleness in the core this

fiber was also abandoned from further attempts to gain

data.

The bleaching attempts on the ITT step index

fiber yielded erratic and inconsistent results. Just

when it would appear that the light was photobleaching

the fiber the next period of ultraviolet light

transmission would appear to cause the fiber to

deteriorate in capacity rather than stay the same or

show an increase as is predicted. It was true/however

that in the general case the fiber did seem to be fully

recoverable in the early recovery studies. In many of

the cases it is noted the fiber did not recover during

the ultraviolet bleaching attempts but did seem to

recover when left in the dark laboratory overnight.

Thus it appears that there were major problems in
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maintaining a stable voltage supply and hence a stable,

calibrated signal measuring system.

The fibers capacity was significantly reduced

over the entire spectrum L-.ring the course of the

irradiations. The effects of the irradiations can be

seen in figures 8, 9, and 10. The fiber had decreased

significantly in transmission capacity by the time of

figure 10. From the progression of figure 8 to figure

10 one can clearly see that the fiber whiuh had once

been able to transmit light at 680nm fairly well, now

no ledger transnits at all until roughly 780nm and does

so only minimally at this wavelength. At the time of

figure 10 the IT" step index fiber had received a dose

of approximately 2.5x101 5 neutrons/cm2  At this point

the fiber is severly damaged. The cause of the ITT

fibers decrease in transmission capacity is most likely

due to an increased absorption by the peaks in the

ultraviolet region due to the irradiation. These peaks

in particular seem to be resistant to photobleaching

while the peaks in the operating range are

photobleachable.

Attempts to recover the tiber through continued

exposure to ultraviolet light showed promising results

but overall the fiber's transmission characteristics

remained far below its original capacity. It is noted

that roughly twenty damaging exposures is considered
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the usable lifetime of a recoverable fiber. The

fiber's failure to recover and decreased ability to

transmit light is therefore not totally unexpected by

the stage shown in figure '0. So though the results

achieved were inconclusive they tended to show that

ultraviolet light has the ability to be a good

bleaching source for optical fibers.

During these irradiation and recovery studies

and also those discussed in the next section a distinct

transient was observed. The fiber tended to recover to

some extent very rapidly over a short period of time

immediately following shut down of the neutron

generator. This is best exemplified by sample figure

11. In sample figure 11 the period of irradiation is

entering from the left side of the graph the sharp

lower extremity point represents generator shut down.

All points to the right of generator shut down

represent bleaching of the fiber and an increase in

capacity to transmit light.

B. LONG-TERM BLEACHING EFFECTS

The ITT step index fiber was also studi-d to

deturmine the long-term bleaching effects of the

monitoring light source itself. Wavelengths in the

operating range 700-950nm were studied in increments of

50nm. A portion of these results are shown on figure

32
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12. It can clearly be seen on figure 12 that the 750nm

light has returned to a better capacity than the 800nm

light. The control factor on this portion of the

experiment was that for k 'h of the various wavelength

runs was begun at a signal level of 0.9 volts on the

stripchart recorder and lasted until the signal had

decayed to a signal level of 0.1 volts. These results

seem to show that the 750nm light was the best

photobleaching wavelength over this span. This data is

put in question however by the fact that the

measurements were taken in sequence. This means that

measurements at the higher wavelengths were taken when

the fiber nad rc:eived a higher total dosage. For the

highest wavelengths this is especially true as the

preceding runs required long irradiations to create

sufficient damage to be easily measurable. As

mentioned in the preceding section, the tail of the

permanent damage peak in the ultraviolet region is

probably carrying over into the the operating range and

causing problems in obtaining significant results. So

though a wavelength of 750nm looks like the optimum

wavelength it must be held in question until further

studies can be done.

When the studies of the ITT sten index fiber

were finished it was learned through information gained

from the Naval Research Laboratories, Washington
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D.C.(NRL) that a white light source could be a

sufficient bleaching source. NRL conducts their

studies with a Cobalt-60 gamma ray radiation source,

therefore it was determined that we would attempt to

bleach neutron irradiation deftots with a white liqht

source. This portion of the study encompassed two

fibers; a Suorasil I and a Quartz et Silice fiber.

Both of these fibers are plastic clad silica (PCS)

fibers and it is generally accepted that PCS fibers are

relatively radiation hard. The results of this study

showed the fibers to be very resistant to neutron

induced damage even over long-term irradiations of the

order of two hours. A strong transient was observed in

the irradiation phase of these fibers. When an

irradiation was started the fiber's capacity would dip

approximately to 85% of thcir initial transmission and

at the end of the irradiation when the generator was

shut down the fiber would increase in capacity a

similar 15% of the initial transmission. Both of these

jumps were instantaneous as far as the measuring

apparatus was concerned, which is to say the increase

occurred in less than one second. As a result of its

radiation resistance these fibers would not ohotobleach

to any appreciable extent even during the early

irradiations. Apparently very little permanent damage

is created and that damage which is being induced into
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these fibers is not photobleachable.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

There were many methodology problems encountered

in the laboratory during this Project, especially the

bleaching process. The initial method tried was to

ve the photodiode detector away from and to the left

the output end of the fiber in order to insure that

it was not damaged when the high intensity ultraviolet

light was transmitted down the fiber. This piocess

caused very random results.

It was appaLent that the photodiode was so

sensitive to the differing positions of the fiber that

it would be necessary to return the detector to the

exact same position whenever it was moved away. This

proved to be an imoossibility with the apparatus being

employed and so we abandoned the effort temporarily.

One attempt to overcome these difficulties was to try

placing neutral density filters between the fiber and

the detector during ultraviolet transmission. In this

manner the photodiode would only have to be moved in

one direction not two;however, the data continued to be

erratic and inconsistent under this new procedure. The

last attempt to rectify this was to place the neutral

density filters at the inlet to the fiber. This

decreased the intensity of the ultraviolet light but
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did allow us to take photobleaching data.

As was mentioned in the results section, the

data however, still proved to be very unpredictable.

The best data was that taken for the long-term

bleaching effects of the monitoring light. The only

problem with this data was that it was taken in

sequence, and this could be a point of several

problems. It is highly likely that the early runs,700

and 750nm, were taken while the peaks in the

ultraviolet wavelengths still had relatively little

effect. If the peaks in this region began to affect

the operating range after the cumulative dose had

reached that of the 800nm run, then the higher

wavelength data would be affected by the ultraviolet

peak and the lower wavlength data would not. It is

certain that the 900 and 950nm runs were affected by

the ultraviolet peaks, as they required large amounts

of irradiation time of the order of two hours. This

argument also applies to the bleaching ability of the

ultraviolet source. In the early runs about which we

have very little data due to the methodology at the

time, the fiber seemed to recover from 15 minute

irradiations regularly back to its initial capacity.

This was not true of the later runs and seems to

suggest that in the early runs the major sources of

absorption were in the operating range, perhaps the so-
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called dangling oxygen bonds mentioned in the theory

section. As the total dosage increased the primary

influence on absorption in the operating range became

the huge absorption peaks in the ultraviolet range.

This explains why following irrad4.ations in the later

nart of the study, the fiber did not fully recover.

Throughout the project we often observed power

surges within the Rickover Hall complex which affected

our data. On several occasions we observed surges in

the evening and in the morning which seem to equate to

the departure and arrival of the workers in these

spaces. It is suggested that future attempts made in

this area use a voltage regulator in order to avoid

this problem.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Early data tended to show that ultraviolet light could be

used successfully as a bleaching source for optical fibers.

2. In the ITT step index fiber the best bleaching wavelength

for monitoring light source was determined to be 750 nm;
with a need for further studies.

3. A voltage regulator is necessary to avoid interference of

the regular system in Rickover Hall with the experimental

system.

4. The ability to take a spectrum in a short pulse of light

rather than through the use of a motor driven spectrometer
would be a great improvement.
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